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The objectives of this study were first tc determine xhe
effectiveness of the jet-flap rotor relative tc other lift
generators, and second to exanine the potential
effectiveness of the Jet-flap rotcr in a tactical VTOL
aircraft.
It was found that the jet-flap rotor has a high-
theoretical potential, but at present is the least-developed
of the lift generators considered. The jet-flap rotor was
found to be unattractive as a means cf providing vertical
lift, except when a long hover duration is necessary.
With regard to weight considerations alone, the jet-flap
rotor was found to be inadvisable for use in a tactical VTOL
aircraft. However, its benign dcwnwash characteristics
could make the jet-flap rotcr advantageous if high dcwnwash
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Th€ present naval interest in VTCL {vertical takeoff and
landing) aircraft is based on requirements for tactical
aircraft able to conduct operations without the benefit of
runways or conventional aircraft carriers. Various VTOL
configurations are now in the design cr development stages.
These configurations incorporate various means cf providing
a vertical lift capability.
The jet-flap rotor, although it holds many advantages as
a lift generator, has not recently teen proposed for use in
a VTOL tactical aircraft. The purpose of this study was to
examine the feasibility of using a jet-flap rctcr to provide
VTOL capability for a tactical aircraft. Specifically, the
jet-flap rotor was envisioned as being incorporated in a
stcwabie rotor aircraft.
The objectives of this study were first to determine the
effectiveness of the jet-flap rotor relative to ether lift
generators, and second to examine the potential
effectiveness cf the jet-flap rotor in a tactical VTOL
aircraft.
Section II contains an overview cf VTOL technology in
order to acquaint the reader with the important concepts
peculiar to VTOL aircraft.
Section III presents a description cf the jet flap
itself and its characteristics.
The jet flap is extended to rctor applications in
Section IV. A description of the jet-flap rctor and its
characteristics is presented. Rotcr propulsion methods,
efficiency, and requirements are descrited. finally,
jet-flap rotor experiments are summarized.
The application cf the jet-flap rotor in a stowable
rotor aircraft is descrited in Section V, including a
detailed description of a proposed design.
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Section VI describes the jet-flap rctor hcver analysis
and the computer program used to determine the air mass flow
requirements
.
Section VII examines the jet-flap rctor and other lift
generators both as auxiliary and as primary lifting devices.
A determination is made of the relative effectiveness of the
jet-flap rotcr en the basis cf fuel consumption, weight, and
other factors.
Finally, conclusions are made concerning the potential
of the jet-flap rotor for use in a VTOI aircraft.
Included in appendixes are a detailed descripti.cn of the
jet-flap rotcr theory and the computer program, as well as
sample calculations used in the determination cf mass flow
requirements for the jet-rflap rotor.
16

II. VTOL CONCEPTS AND AIRCRAFT
A. EASIC RELATIONS
Consider a rotor in a steady-state hover, so that the
upward thrust produced by the rotor equals the weight. The
surrounding air is influenced by the rotor as shewn in
Figure 1.
The momentum theory of lift stems frcm Newton's second
law of motion, F=ma. The force, here the upward thrust,
produced by the rotor is egual to the mass of air passing
through the rotor per unit time, multiplied ty the increase
in velocity of the air caused by the rctcr.
The momentum theory assumes the rctcr is an actuator
disc, infinitely thin and composed of an infinite number of
blades. Across the actuator disc there is assumed tc be an
instantaneous change in pressure but ro disccntinuities in
velocity. As shown in Figure 1, the airflcw terms a
streamtube, and no flow is assumed to pass through the
boundary.
At an infinite distance upstreacr of the disc, the
velocity of the air is zero and the static pressure is equal
to the total pressure. At a distance downstream, the
velocity converges to a value V^ and the static pressure
once again cenverges to the tctal pressure.
Since a pressure discontinuity exists at the disc,
Bernoulli's equation must be applied bcth above and belcw
the disc.
Applying Bernoulli's eguation frcm (0) to (T) ,
p. - P , * 2? V < 1 >
and from (2) to (3) ,
p 2 -rQv R
z



































The pressure change across the disc, by combining
equations (1) and (2), is
?i ~ ? = ±ev t (3)
From Newton's second law, the thrust produced by the
disc can be expressed as
T = rr\ AV <<*)
where i is the mass flow rate of air passing through the
disc, and AV is the velocity change from the upper boundary
(T) to the lower boundary (3) .
For a disc of radius R,
m ^ AV-, = e W R Z V
so that from equation (4)
,
(5)
The force developed by the rctcr disc can also be
expressed as the pressure differerce across the disc
multiplied by the disc area. Thus,
T = TT Of ( pz - p, J




Equating the right-hand sides of equations (5) and (7)
,






Thus the ultimate velocity downstream of the disc is
twice the velocity at the disc.
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From equation (7) the ultimate, or downwash, velocity is
given ty
2. t
V^= \l ^vr** (10)
Disc loading is defined as
T
D. L. " 77 d 1-




Thus the downwash velocity is a function of the disc
loading. This relationship is shown in Figure 2.
The ideal power required ty the rotcr disc is defined as
?u = TV, (12)
Since V R =^ V^ , then the ideal power is given ty
TVu.
Rearranging, the specific thrust T/P^ d is given by
T Z
\* ' V -
(14)
Specific thrust is a measure of hover efficiency, since
for a given power input a high specific thrust indicates a
high thrust output. Thus, for hovering efficiency it is
necessary to have a low Va , that is tc accelerate slcwly a
large mass of air. This relationship is shown in Figure 3.
The previous analysis used the assumptions of the
momentum theory, which neglected such effects as:
(1) blade profile drag
(2) non-uniform inflow ever the disc
(3) pressure losses at the blade tips
(4) interaction of the induced air and surrounding air.
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The classical measure cf rotor hcvering efficiency is
the figure of merit, defined as the ratic of the ideal power
required (using momentum theory) tc the actual pcwer
reguired. Thus,
p^ iD£A»_ Powee.
M - p — ACTUAL POW6R,
Since the ideal power reguired from momentum theory
ignores blade profile drag, whereas the actual pcwer
reguired necessarily includes it, then the figure cf merit
will always te less than one. The ether assumptiens cf the
momentum theory also account for the discrepancy between
ideal and actual power required, so that a typical
helicopter figure cf merit is 0.75.
B. LIFT AMPLIFICATION
As mentioned in Ref. 1, there are three majcr methods
for amplification of the thrust of a gas generator:
(1) Reheating the exhaust gases tc increase the exit
velccity (i.e. afterburner)
.
(2) Using the exhaust gases as the primary flux in an
ejector.
(3) Using the gas generator to drive a fan cr rotor.
The use of reheat is an inefficient prccess due tc the
high fuel censumption, and is impractical for a VTCL
aircraft near the ground due to the high exhaust
temperatures and velocities.
The ejector system, used on the Lockheed XV-4A and the
Rockwell XFV-12A, appears to be an elegant prccess.
However, with a thrust augmentation cf 1.5 at best, the
process is not very efficient, and it is relatively
voluminous.
The third method, the use of a bypass system, is the
most efficient and most widely used. In Figure 4 the same
gas generator is used in three ways: as a lift engine
itself; to drive a turbine cennected tc a ducted fan; and to


















Thrust generators for hovering.
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The thrust generated by the basic turbine is given by
T, = (15)
where g, is the mass flow through the turbine and Vj is the
turbine exit velocity.
The thrust produced by the bypass system is given by
T- (U iJVt (16)
where g b is the bypass mass flow gererated bj the fan or
rotor and Vs is the slipstream velocity. The simplifying
assumption has been made that V,. = V- .
The thrust augmentation is defined as the ratic of the
total thrust to the basic turbine thrust. Ey combining
equations (15) and (16), it can be expressed as
(17)
The bypass ratio is the ratio of nass flew rates of the
bypass air tc the turbine air. That is
Frcm equation (17) it is seen that the thrust
augmentation is a function of the bypass ratio and the
slipstream velocity.











These relationships are plotted in Figure 5, using a jet.
exhaust velocity of 2000 fps from the turbine, and pewer
turbine and bypass aerodynamic efficiencies of C.85.
from these graphs it is evident that, in crder tc obtain
a high thrust augmentation, it is necessary tc have a high
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Thrust augmentation as a function
of slipstream velocity and bypass ratio.
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Thus a rctor with V s = 100 fps has a bypass ratio of 290
and a thrust augmentation of 15. A ducted fan with V s = 500
fps has a bypass ratio of 12 and a thrust augmentation of 3.
It is thus evident that a high bypass ratio is necessary
to achieve significant thrust augmentation. For example, a
bypass ratio of 5 is necessary to produce a thrust
augmentation of only 2.
A criterion of efficiency in VTCL aircraft is the fuel
consumption during hover. Pcisscn-Quinton in Ref . 1
calculated the specific fuel consumption (SFC - fuel
flow/thrust) as a function of slipstream velocity. The
general trend in Figure 6 shows that specific fuel
consumption increases as slipstream velocity increases. For
example, a ducted fan with V s = 500 fps has a SFC = 0.3,
while a lift jet engine with V s = 2000 fps has a SFC = 1.0.
However, fuel consumption itself is net an accurate
measure of hovering efficiency. The weight and volume of
the entire lifting system must be considered. Thus, the
useful efficiency of a lifting system is measured by the
ratio (thrust)/ (engine weight + hover fuel) as a function of
hover duration. Figure 6 shews the trend of thrust/engine
weight as a function of slipstream velocity. It is seen
that the lift engine has a higher tkr ust-tc-weight ratio
than a rotor, but it must be remembered that the lift engine
has a much higher specific fuel consumption.
Thus the lift engine with its high thr ust-tc-weight
ratio has a lower total weight (engine weight + fuel) , if
the hover time is short. Hcwever, the rotor with its lew
fuel consumption will have a lower tctal weight, if the
hover time is large. This is shown in Figure 7 as general
trends for various VTOL vehicles. Figure 7 also shews the
trend of hovering time for a given percentage cf fuel as a
functicn of cruise speed.
Figure 8 graphically depicts the problem fci a transpcrt
VTOL aircraft, whose mission reguires 6 minutes cf hcver and
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Hovering and cruise performance






















































jet configuration, the hover fuel increases while the
propulsion weight decreases. For a longer hover duration,
the helicopter would show a distinct advantage due tc its
low fuel consumption. For a shorter hover duration, the
lift jet would have the advantage due tc its low propulsion
weight
.
Thus, it is evident that criteria for the intended
mission are of fundamental inportance in the evaluation of a
VTOL aircraft, namely: cruise speed anc hover duration.
C. VTOL AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
There is a wealth of possible VTOL configurations
considering the various lifting means available. There are
also a number of means available to perform the transiticn
between hover and forward flight.
A typical classification of VTOL configurations is based
on the method of hovering and the method of performing the
transition tc forward flight.
Four general methods are available for hover: rotors,
free propellers, ducted fans, and jet engines.
There are also four methods available tc perform the
transition between hovering and forward flight: aircraft
tilting, thrust tilting, thrust deflection, and separate
propulsion for vertical and fcrward flight.
The chart in Figure 9 depicts the possible combinations
of VTOL configurations using a grid system, as in fief. 1,
and gives representative examples.
D. TRANSITION FLIGHT
The transition flight phase is defined as the speed
range from hovering flight to wing-bcrne flight. This
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The most important variable during transition is the
power required. The power required in a hover can be





From equation (10) ,
2T
Substituting equation (20) into (19), the following is
obtained for the ideal power required in a hover:
7 v*
P
^ d " y z 5 -f « *
'
Assuming thrust equals weight, and introducing the





= n Jzz>ia z ' (2D




and assuming lift equals weight so that
z w
C L ' V 2 S
then 3.
A w








Introducing the propulsion efficiency, A , and the fact




P 6 "' <* 77 e. V) V < 22 >
Recalling that profile drag can he expressed as
Dp = C 0o i^ V
z
s
then similarly, the profile power in forward flight is given
by
° P 2. n (23)
If equations (22) and (23) are plotted, as in Figure 10,
the result is the classical helicopter/VTOL power required
curve. It should be noted that induced power is a function
of (1/V) a ^d is therefore large at leu airspeeds. Profile
drag, en the ether hand, is a function cf V 3 , and therefore
is dominant at high airspeeds.
The power required at lew airspeeds (i.e. transition)
could he reduced if the induced drac was lowered, since
parasite drag has little effect at low airspeeds.
Recalling that the minimum induced drag will occur fcr a
spanwise elliptical lift distribution, a goal fcr efficient
transition should be to approach as close as possible an
elliptical lift distribution.
Configurations which have high concentrations cf lift,
such as lift jets or ducted fans, have poor lift
distributions, as shown in Figure 11. In contrast, good load
distributions can be obtained with such cenf igurations as
tilt-wings or spanwise ejectors.
The power required curves thus are different during
transition, depending on the shape of the lift distribution.
For the case of one engine cut, fcr example, the minimum
flight speed is lower fcr the configuration with a geed lead







































































































The purpose cf the present thrust cf VTOL development is
to provide fast, efficient cruise while allowing vertical
takeoff and landing. If a prolonged hovering capability
were required, a helicopter would be the most logical
choice, yet in cruise the helicopter is limited in forward
speed due to retreating blade stall and high Mach numbers on
the advancing blades.
A measure cf cruise efficiency is the specific pcwer,
defined as the power available in cruise divided by the
gross weight times the cruise velocity. That is
Specific Power = F/WV
Helicopters, with S.P. ~ 0.25, are much less efficient
in cruise than conventional jet transports with S.P. ~ 0.05.
Other VTOL aircraft have values between these two extremes.
For example, a tilt rotor has a S.P. ~ 0.15. The high
values of specific power for VTOL aircraft can be attributed
both to the higher values of installed power necessary for
vertical flight as well as tc higher drag values resulting
from the special configuration requirements cf vertical
flight devices.
Another measure of cruise efficiercy is the equivalent
lift/drag ratio (L/D) , which is related tc the specific
power as
S.P. = P/WV = De V/HV = 1/(I/D)^
Thus, the low specific power of conventional jet
transports corresponds to a lift/drag ratio ~ 20, while the
high specific pcwer of helicopters corresponds tc a lew
lift/drag ratio ^ 4. Figure 12 illustrates the equivalent
lift/drag ratio versus speed of flight for various VTOL
configurations.
As seen from Figure 12, the advantage of unloading the
rotor, as in a compound helicopter, is small, but the









Equivalent lift-to-drag ratios for
various configurations. (Ref. 15)
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tilt wing aircraft have a cruising speed of only 200-300
knots. High speed VTOL capability bas teen shewn in
configurations such as the vectored-thrust Harrier (M = 0.9)
or the VJ-101 (M = 1.4), which uses separate lift engines.
The presence of vertical flight capatility in these and
similar configurations has not detracted from a clean
efficient cruise configuration. This is the key to
efficient VTOL cruise: namely, a vertical capability
integrated into an efficient cruise design.
F. CCKTSOL SYSTEMS
Most VTCL aircraft reguire special hovering ccntrcls
because conventicnal ccntrcl surfaces are ineffective in a
hover unless they are immersed in the slipstream of the lift
generators. During transiticn, a special mixing cf control
systems is reguired to transfer authority frcm hcver
controls to conventional ccntrols as airspeed increases.
Depending on the configuration, varicus means are
available to ccntrol the hcvering aircraft in the rcll,
pitch, and yaw axes.
The helicopter uses a tilting cf the rotor disc to
control pitch and roll, while the tail rctcr prcvides yaw
control. For aircraft which have lift generators located a
distance from the center of gravity, differential variations
or tilting of the thrust vectors can he used tc ccntrcl the
aircraft. If the lift generators are centrally lecated in
the fuselage, reaction contrcls using engine bleed air can
be placed en the aircraft extremities tc provide the
necessary contrcl moments. If conventicnal ccntrols, such
as ailerons, are located in the hcvering high-energy
slipstream, such as below a tilt-wing prcpeller or a tilting
engine pod, then these contrcls retain their effectiveness
in a hover by virtue cf the dynamic pressures exerted en
them by the slipstream.
Control methods for fcur VTOL configurations are

























































The large velocities and flow rates necessary for
hovering and transition induce many aercdynamic and
operational problems on VIOL aircraft, depending en the
particular configuration. Those problems occurring out of
ground effect are due primarily to aerodynamic interaction
between the airframe and the lift generator slipstream,
while those in ground effect are due to ground proximity.
1. Interactions Out of Ground Effect
The large velocities and mass flow rates in hover
and transition necessarily entrain surrounding air, thus
inducing velocities and suction forces en the underside cf
wings and fuselage. As transition takes place, this effect
can increase, inducing a lift loss as forward speed
increases, until the wing begins to generate lift. Eesides
the lift loss, pitching moments can occur due tc the
shifting center cf lift caused by interactions.
Tilt wing aircraft are extremely susceptible to
aerodynamic interactions during transition. At moderate
forward speeds, the wing is necessarily at a high tilt
angle, and thus the angle of attack on the wing can be very
large, causing separation and resulting buffeting.
Therefore, tilt wing aircraft have a narrow corridor of
velocity, rate of descent, and wing tilt angle during
transition in order to prevent wing flew separation and the
resulting buffeting.
It must be emphasized that aerodynamic interactions
are configuration-dependent to a high degree, and that
slight changes in configuration, such as exhaust jet
placement, can alter considerably any interaction effects.
41

2. Ground Interference Effects
The presence cf high-velocity and high-tenperature
flows near the ground in combinaticn with the airframe
causes a complicated flow pattern to develop, as shewn in
Figure 14. The effects of the exhaust gas include such
phenomena as recirculation, suckdown, reingestion, ground
erosion, and the fountain effect.
a. Ground Effect
Unlike a helicopter, which experiences a
favoratle ground effect as it approaches the ground, the
ground effect on a VTOL aircraft may be favorable or
unfavorable, depending on the particular configuration.
The high-velocity exhaust flews induce secondary
flows which generally produce a low pressure field on the
underside of the aircraft. This lower pressure under the
aircraft produces what is called the suckdown effect.
However, this effect may he positive or negative depending
on the particular configuration.
A configuration with a single exhaust jet will
experience up to a 15£ less of thrust at ground level.
However, a configuration with two exhaust jets can
experience an upward force en the underside cf the aircraft
where the two flews meet on the ground and reflect upwards.
This fountain effect can completely negate the effects cf
suckdown, so that a net positive ground effect occurs.
Of course, the relative ground effect is a
function of the type cf lift generator. A propeller will
approach the favorable ground effect of the helicopter,
while a lift jet will experience suckdown in ground effect.
b. Fountain Effect
The fountain effect, shewn in Figure 15, may
cause the problem cf aircraft skin heating in tne
impingement area. The magnitude of the problem depends en
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Effect of aircraft attitude
on fountain impingement. (Ref. 1)
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Another problem cf the fcurtain effect is the
loss of lift which occurs if that effect is changed because
of hover altitude or surface winds. Since the fountain
effect can cause appreciable lift forces and moments, a
change in the point of impingement can cause control
problems near the ground, as shown in Figure 15.
c. Becirculat ion
The flow pattern in a never can be described as
consisting cf near-field or far-field recirculation, as
shown in Figure 16. Near-field recirculation is caused by
the direct impingement cf the exhaust flow en the grcund,
and its reflection, or fountain effect. Far-field
recirculation occurs as the exhaust gases fan cut alcng the
grcund and rise eventually due to their heat, tc be sucked
back dewn into the flow field.
d. Ground Erosion
The proximity tc the grcund of high- velocity
flows will necessarily cause ground ercsion problems. The
amount of erosion will depend on the velccity cf the flew,
the type of terrain, and the duration. Frcm Eguaticn (11)
it is recalled that the slipstream velccity is a function cf
the disc loading. Thus a rctcr will have less effect than a
lift jet on ground erosion.
e. Eeingestion
Hot-gas reingestion is a problem because the
increase in inlet temperature due to exhaust ingestion will
cause a decrease in engine thrust near the ground. For
example, an inlet temperature rise of 40 degrees F. can
cause a 15% loss of thrust. Here again, the particular
configuration has an important effect on the susceptibility
to hot-gas reingestion. The location of the exhaust jets,
the intakes, and the airframe design are important design
considerations. Aircraft attitude, hover height, and













FAR FIELD AND NEAR FIELD HOT GAS RECIRCULATION
Figure 16.
Recirculation flow fields. (Ref. 14)
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III. THE JET FLAP
A. BOUNDARY LAYER CONTROL
The maximum lift coefficient which can be obtained using
a conventional flapped airfoil is limited by boundary layer
separation. This separation of the toundary layer occurs
when the boundary layer is experiencing an adverse pressure
gradient and does not have sufficient energy to remain
attached to the airfoil surface. If this flew separation
can be eliminated by energizing the boundary layer, then
higher lift coefficients can be obtained. This is the goal
of boundary layer control - to raise the lift coefficient of
an airfoil to its theoretical value (from potential flew
theory)
.
A common form of boundary layer control is to expel a
thin jet of air at the flap hinge, as shewn in Figure 17.
The energy imparted to the boundary layer from the jet
allows the flew to remain attached over the flap and thus
prevents separation of the flow.
B. SUEERCIRCULATION
If the jet momentum is increased teyend that necessary
to obtain the theoretical lift, an interesting phenomenon
called supercirculaticn occurs. As the jet momentum
increases, the lift coefficient is increased beyond the
theoretical maximum.
The characteristic parameter of the jet is the jet

















For an airfoil which uses a blowing jet tc augment its
lift, the magnitude of the jet momentum coefficient
determines whether this lift increase is due to boundary
layer control or supercirculation.
The value of jet momentum coefficient reguired tc obtain
the theoretical lift coefficient on an airfoil is referred
to as the critical jet momentum coefficient. Values of the
jet momentum coefficient above or below this value indicate
supercirculation or boundary layer control, respectively.
The effect of a jet en lift coefficient is shewn in
Figure 18, which plots the general trend of lift coefficient
with jet momentum coefficient. With no jet momentum, the
lift in viscous flow is less than the theoretical value. As
c ; increases tc C; , the value of lift coefficient
obtainable increases tc the theoretical maximum. This is
the region of boundary layer control. As the jet icmentum
is increased beyond this value, the lift coefficient
increases, although at a slower rate. This is the region of
supercirculation.




Consider an airfoil equipped with a Zapp flap as
shown in Figure 19, and a similar one equipped with a
trailing edge jet sheet. These two configurations each have
the same effect upon the airfoil characteristics. The term
"jet flap" originated from this analogy between the jet
sheet and the mechanical flap.
2. Principle of the Jet Flap
The principle of the jet flap is tc create





















Originally, the jet flap was envisioned as a
full-span jet sheer which used the entire propulsion exhaust
to supply the jet momentum. Thus, the jet flap provided for
the complete integration of propulsive and lift systems.
However, the practical application of the pure jet
flap is unlikely because the jet deflection angle must te
controllable in flight and because of the consequences of
failure of the blowing system.
Thus, several concepts have been proposed which
utilize the jet-flap principle in a practical manner. These
are illustrated in Figure 20. Each of these concepts has
been successfully utilized tc provide high lift coefficients
during takeoff and landing, e.g.: externally tlcwn flaps on
the McConnell Douglas YC-15, upper surface blowing en the
Boeing IC-14, and the augmentcr wing or the DeHa villand/NASA
C-8A Buffalo.
4. Characteristics
Basic two-dimensional jet flap effects are
summarized in Ref. 2. Figures 21 and 22 illustrate the
effect on lift coefficient of the jet deflection angle and
the jet momentum coefficient.
The important characteristics cf the two-dimensional
jet flap are summarized below:
(1) Blowing increases the slope of the lift curve.
(2) A jet-flap airfoil is essentially unstallable,
since an increase in lift can be obtained
merely by increasing blowing, and not solely by
increasing the angle cf attack.
(3) Blowing decreases the profile drag cf the
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Total lift coefficient as a function of
incidence and jet deflection angle. (Ref. 2)
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(4) The lifting effectiveness is independent of the
type and thickness of the airfoil.
(5) Elowing increases the drag rise Mach nuncer,
thus delaying compressibility effects.
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IV. THE JET-FLAP ROTOR
A. INTRODUCTION
The advantages of the jet flap would tend tc lend it to
applications in helicopters as well as conventional
aircraft. The application of the jet-flap principle to
helicopters has been discussed in References 3 through 5.
Despite the advantages of the jet-flap rotor ever
conventional configurations, no jet-flap helicopters have
been built. Several jet-flap rotors have been tested,
however, and will be discussed later.
3. DESCRIPTION
The most common concept of a jet-flap rotor involves a
rotor blade with a narrow slot at the trailing edge of a
conventional airfoil. The slot runs along a major portion
of the blade. Thus a large portion cf the rotor disc is
influenced by the jet flap.
Air is supplied by either a compressor or by the direct
jet exhaust of a gas generator, and is ducted to the rctcr
hub and then through the hollow blade to the slot. Rctcr
propulsion is provided by the thrust cf the jet flap itself
or by tip jets, which are more efficient for rctcr
propulsion as will be shown later. The ducting within the
blade necessitates a somewhat thicker blade than en
conventional rotors, on the order of 15 to 20a thickness as
compared to 12%.
The ability to control the jet deflection angle is a
reguirement in most jet-flap rotor designs. This is most
commonly accomplished by exhausting the air ever a shcrt
mechanical flap at the trailing edge, as shown in Figure 23.
A deflection of the flap deflects the flew as the air















Jet-flap rotor capability. (Ref. 8)
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Th€ rotor blades can t€ fixed or variable in pitch. A
fixed-pitch rotor can be used since the jet deflection angle
can be varied, which can provide necessary changes in
collective or cyclic lift. The simplicity inherent in a
fixed-pitch rotcr is evident.
C. CHARACTERISTICS
Analytical studies of jet-flap refers have been reported
in References 6 and 7, and experiments in References 3 and
8.
The advantages of a jet-flap rctcr are evident frcm
Figure 24, which depicts test results full-scale. It is
seen that both increased static lift capability and
increased high-speed capability are realized with the jet
flap. The increased static lift is due to the higher lift
coefficients and the resulting higher disc leading possible
with the jet flap. The increased speed capability is due to
the elimination of retreating blade stall which is possible
because of the high lift coefficients available with the jet
flap.
Figure 24 also shows the close correlation between the
calculated results from Ref. 6 and the 1 measured test results
from Ref. 8.
The reduction of vibration is another advantage of the
jet-flap rotcr. Since the local lift can be controlled by
the jet deflection angle, any azimuthal variation of lift is
possible. The introduction cf higher harmonic control of
the jet flap enables the level of vibration transmitted to
the fuselage and blade stresses to be reduced considerably.
D. ERCHJLSICN REQUIREMENTS
A jet-powered rotor can he powered using one cf three
propulsion cycles: the hot cycle, in which hct gases of up
to 750° C are delivered directly frcm a gas generator and
ducted through the rotor to the nozzle; the cold cycle, in
which relatively cold air cf up to 200°C is supplied hy a
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compressor ; cr the mixed cycle which combines the hot and
cold cycles and uses air from 200° to 400° C.
The selection of one of these systems must be based not
only on their relative efficiencies, but also en the
technical problems involved with each. The primary
technical problem concerns ducting design.
A number of tip-jet powered helicopters have been built
which utilize the " cold cycle. The hot cycle, however,
presents the problem of extremely hot gases passing through
the rotor blade. With a hct cycle, it is necessary to
minimize the heat loss through the blade. Thus, utilizing
the blade structure itself as the duct is net advisable.
Separate ducting is required which can be insulated to
minimize heat losses through the blade. Thus, ducting
requirements, especially for the hot cycle, dictata the
construction of relatively heavy rotor tlades.
Despite the problems involved in cevelcpicg a hot cycle
system, the potential efficiency is premising. The Dernier
firm of Germany successfully developed a rotcr system which
ducted 700° C hot gases through the blade to a tip nozzle.
See Ref. 9.
E. PROPULSIVE EFFICIENCY
The primary disadvantage of a jet-driven rctcr is its
poor efficiency relative to a conventional shaft-driven
rotor. The overall efficiency of a jet-driven rotcr can be
readily estimated. This has been done for the hot cycle in
References 7 and 10, and for the cold cycle in Reference 11.
1 . Hot Cycle
The overall efficiency of the complete system, n
,
can be decomposed into the thermal efficiency of the gas
generator, n tK , and the efficiency cf the rotcr drive
system, a . Thus
7
1 = 7" ?«-
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The thermal efficiency is defined as the ratic of the tctal
energy in the output gases tc the fuel energy input. The
rotor drive efficiency is the ratio cf the rotcr drive
mechanical cutput to the gas generator mechanical energy
output
.
The highest overall efficiency depends upon
compromises in n tk and /j „ . The thermal efficiency
varies with the compressor pressure ratio P „ /^c. and
with the turbine inlet temperature T cf the gas
generator. Figure 25 shows the variation of thermal
efficiency with pressure ratic and turtine inlet temperature
for the rotor of Ref. 7.
The losses associated with n R are due tc friction
in the fclade, but more significantly, to the unavailable jet
kinetic energy. In ether words, the rotor drive efficiency
increases with increasing energy cutput frcm the gas
generator or increasing tip speed. Figure 26 shews the
ideal rotor system efficiency (fricticn losses neglected)




The practical range of H is from 7.5 tc 15 as shown.
The efficiencies of various systems can thus be
readily calculated. Frcm figure 25 a gas generatcr with a
o
pressure ratio of 16 and a turbine inlet temperature cf 2500
8 (which are within the state of the art) has a thermal
efficiency of 0.41. From Figure 26 a typical rctcr drive
efficiency (using tip jets) for a hot cycle will re about
0.45. Thus an overall rotcr efficiency of 18? is obtained.
For comparison, figure 26 illustrates the rctcr
drive efficiency of a typical shaft drive (with a turtine
efficiency n t cf 0.87 and a gearing efficiency ^3 cf
0.83). Using the same gas generatcr so that n ±K = 0.41,






















GAS GENERATOR THERMAL EFFICIENCY, nTh
Figure 25.
Gas generator performance. (Ref. 7)
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.
Ideal rotor drive system efficiency
for mixed cycle. (Ref. 7)
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The sensitivity of a , to the pressure ratio and the
turbine inlet temperature should be noted. The selection of
a powerplant for a jet drive system is thus of overriding
importance, for this and ether reasons.
Figure 26 depicts the effect of a mixed cycle cr cold
cycle. For an increasing ratio of cold air tc rasic
exhaust, the rotor drive efficiency rises. However the
problem arises of accommodating the large mass flews
necessary for a significant increase in efficiency.
2. Cold Cycle
Using the method of Ref. 11, a typical value of
rotor drive efficiency is 0.42, which compares with a value




Thus the overall efficiency for a jet drive system using
tip jets is about 50 percent lower than that cf a
shaft-driven system.
F. TIE-JET EROPULSION
The potential of using tip jets was recognized early in the
development cf helicopters. Various forms cf tip reaction
drive were developed in the decade after World War II and
included such devices as ram jets, pulse jets, tip turning,
tip turbojets, and various forms cf the pressure jet as
described in Ref. 12. Bcwever, fcr various technical
reasons only one jet rotor was used extensively, the French
Djinn, built in 1953 and of which over 2C0 were constructed.
This helicopter was simple, using compressed air ejected at
the blade tips fcr rotor propulsion.
The tip-jet propulsion system offers a nuiiber cf
advantages even shaft-driven rotcrs. No extensive
transmission systems are needed. Since virtually no rotor
torgue is transmitted to the fuselage, an anti-tcrgue system
is unnecessary. The high nctcr inertia and wide rpm range
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available reduce the critical area in the height- velocity
diagram.
However, several disadvantages appear in the discussion
cf jet-driven rotors. The ducting requirements necessitate
heavy, relatively thick tlades. As discussed earlier,
jet-driven rotors have a much lower propulsive efficiency
than shaft-driven rotors, necessitating a high value of
installed power.
Recent work en jet-driv€n rotors centers en the sin pie
pressure jet system as discussed in Eef.9.
The use cf a tip jet is a logical means cf prcpulsicn
for a rotor also utilizing a jet flap as a means of lift
control. In fact, a tip jet is more efficient as a means cf
rotor propulsion than a jet flap alone. After an analytical
investigation, Gray and Hubbartt concluded that, fcr a
jet-flap drive with the lecal jet momentum coefficient
constant along the blade radius, the cverall efficiency and
torque output are aooat 35% lower thar those fcr a tip-jet
drive. As the distribution cf the noaentum coefficient is
increased toward the tip, the perfcriance of the jet-flap
drive approaches that cf the tip jet.
Thus a rctor which utilizes a large-span jet flap can be
more efficiently propelled by a tip jet than by the jet flap
itself. The incorporation cf a tip jet with a jet flap
merely involves ducting a portion cf the air tc the blade
tip to be used for the rotor propulsion.
G. JET-FLAP SOTOR EXPERIMENTS
The lost extensive research on jet-flap rctcrs has been
conducted by the Erench firm of Giravicns Dcrand. After
encouraging results on small jet-flap rotors, a 12-meter
rotor designated the DH20 11 was projected in 1959. Ihis
rotor was tested in the Ames 40x80-foot wind tunnel and the
results reported in Ref. 8. The same rctcr was also
investigated analytically and reported in Ref. 6.
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The DH2011 was a two-bladed rotor, driven and controlled
by a jet flap located in the cuter 30 percent radius cf each
blade, as shewn in Fig. 27. The blades were fixed in fitch
and the rotor force output uaz controlled by varying the jet
deflection angle, both cyclically and icncyclically
.
The jet flap is shewn in Figure 28. The compressed air
was ducted through the blade spar and then, by a series of
cascades, was exhausted out a slot ever a short mechanical
flap. The flow was deflected by deflecting the flap, which
directed the flew by the Ccanda effect.
The basic results cf the wind tunnel test are shown in
Figure 29. These plots shew the lift and propulsive fcrce
coefficients at advance ratios of 0.30 and 0.51. The limits
shewn for a standard rotor Kith 8 degrees of twist are due
to retreating blade stall. Here A^ is the collective jet
deflection, and B, the cyclic jet deflection. The increased
lift cf the jet-flap refer is evident. As discussed
earlier, Figure 24 shows the tremendous capability of the
jet-flap rotcr, both in lift and in forward speed
capability. The calculated data, which compare favorably
with the measured data, indicate that flight is possible up
to a speed of 300 knots with a jet-flap rotor, as compared
with a speed of 200 knots fcr a conventional rctcr due to
retreating blade stall effects.
The wind tunnel tests cf the DH20 11 rotcr demonstrated
the potential of the jet-flap rotor. Examination cf the
test results has led to the following conclusions:
1. High advance ratios can te attained without
encountering retreating blade stall.
2. The large forces produced per unit blade area
exceed conventional rotor capabilities by
factors of 2 or more.
3. Ey varying the jet deflecticn angle, fcoth
cyclically and ccncyclically , it is pcssible to
control and direct the rotor's force.
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Jet-flap rotor force capability. (Ref. 8)
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V. STOWABLE ROTOR AIRCRAFT
A. GENERAL
The speed limitations cf the pure helicopter are
well-krown, as is its low lift/drag ratio compared to
fixed-wing aircraft.
In order to increase the speed, range, and endurance cf
an aircraft and yet maintain the efficient hcvering
capability of the helicopter, it is necessary to increase
the lift/drag ratio in forward flight while retaining the
rotor system for hovering flight. There are three general
configurations which extend the performance cf rctcrcraft
beyond that cf the pure heliccpter:
(1) The compound heliccpter, in which a wing unloads
the rotor system at high speeds
(2) The tilt-rotor, in which the rctor is tilted to a
propeller mode for high speeds
(3) The stowaDle rctor aircraft, in which the rotcr is
retracted for high speeds
As shown in Figure 30, the stowable rotor aircraft has a
lift/drag ratio much greater than the pure helicopter, and
has the highest speed capability of any aircraft retaining a
rotor for hcvering capability. Thus the stcwable rctor
aircraft combines the speed and efficiency cf a fiaed-wing
with the efficient hovering capability cf the heliccpter.
The potential of the stowable rctor concept was
recognized in the 1950's, and various studies and
experiments were performed in this area. See References 13
and 14.
In the stowable rotcr concept, the majcr technical
problem is the rotor starr-stcp process. The majcr problems




















































(2) Rotor and aircraft gust response
(3) Rotor vibratory leads
(4) Aercelastic characteristics of the blades
Several successful wind tunnel tests have been conducted
in which rotors have been started and stopped. Eut the
problems involved are very sensitive to airspeed/ rotor
attitude, and gusts. Tests have concluded that a responsive
cyclic pitch control must be used to prevent excessive blade
stresses and flapping during the start-stop process.
Along with the problem of the start-step process has
been the problem of folding the rotors once stopped. The
size of typical rotors requires that they be folded in order
to fit inside the aircraft structure. Here is encountered
the problem of aeroeiastic divergence of the blades, some of
which may move 130 degrees during the folding cycle.
B. A JET-FLAP STOWABLE ROTCE AIRCRAFT
The use of a jet-flap rotor as a stowable rctcr can
eliminate many of the problems associated with using a
conventional rotor in such a design. Such a configuration
was proposed by Kretz in Ref. 4.
The aircraft, which is typical of the stowable rotor
type, is shown in Figure 31. Designed for a VTOl tactical
mission, the rotor is used for only a short period during
takeoff and landing. Maximum speed at sea level is Mach
0. 85 .
Since the rotor is placed close to the fuselage, the
rotor provides only roll control, while reaction control
jets provide pitch and yaw control in hovering flight. The
rotor is servo-ccntrolled so as to remain in a fixed plane.
Stopping of the rotor, which occurs at an airspeed of 135
knots, takes only 7 seconds and is accomplished by reversal
of the tip jet. Flapping angle, for gusts up to 20 knots,




A jet-flap stowable-rotor aircraft. (Ref. 4)
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The jet flap extends along the cuter 50£ radius, while a
tip jet provides rotor propulsion. The air flow is ducted
through the hollow blade and turned by a series of cascades
to exhaust cut the slot, as shown in Figure 32. The
cascades have very carefully defined shapes, derived from a
series of tests, in order to minimize pressure losses.
Prcpulsicn in both vertical and forward flight is
provided by a gas turbine, with the air being ducted re the
rotor for hovering or to the nozzle fcr forward flight by
means of a diverter valve.
The relatively pcor rotor drive efficiency necessitates
careful design to minimize fewer losses between the pewer at
the gas generator outlet and the power at the rotor. This
loss is essentially due to the pressure loss and can be
defined by a parameter K T , defined as the difference
between the total pressure at the gas generator and the
rotcr nozzle, divided by the dynamic pressure in the blade.
The parameter K T depends essentially en the duct geometry,
and thus requires exhaustive testing to obtain the best
design. Figure 33 illustrates the tremendous influence en K r
(and therefore efficiency) of the pressure ratic. A slight
change in pressure frcm the optimum severely affects pewer
transmission efficiency.
The use of the jet-flap rotor allows operation of the
rotor at disc loadings far above conventional rotor limits.
These high disc loadings allcw a reduction in solidity fcr a
given weight. Thus, in this conf icuraticn a two-bladed
rotor, with a diameter of 12 meters, is able to lift a
weight of 26455 lbs. Ihe obvious advantage of the
relatively short, two-bladed rotor is that blade folding
becomes unnecessary in order to stow the rotor.
The capability fcr arbitrary cyclic variation of the jet
deflection angle allows for precise ccrtrcl of fcrces on the
blade during the start-stop cycle. Thus, blade flapping can

















































Rapporf de press ion _ Pressure rah'o , Rp
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Figure 33.
Pressure ratio optimization. (Ref. 4)
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Although the jet-flap lotor is relatively heavy, its
torsional rigidity eliminates the aeroelastic problems
associated with the start-stop process.
The stowable rotor design exhibits a number cf ether
advantages. Because of the jet flap, the rctcr is fixed in
pitch, making the rotor a very clean design. Since the
rotor is jet-driven, no anti-torque device is necessary.
The major advantages of using the jet-flap rotcr rather
than a conventional rotor in a stcwable rotor design are
listed in Figure 34. It is evident that the use of the





ft FIXED PITCH ROTOR.
I TWO BLADED HIGH SPEED ROTOR.
| ALLEVIATION OF FATIGUE AND VIBRATION
PROBLEMS BY MULTI-CYCLIC CONTROL.
> STOPPED ROTOR CAPABILITY BY CONTINUOUS
CONTROL OF FORCES ON THE BLADE.
> ELIMINATION OF AEROELASTIC PROBLEMS
BY HIGH RIGIDITY IN TORSION.
> LOW CHORD BLADE.
ft ALLEVIATION OF WEIGHT BALANCE
PROBLEMS OF THE BLADE.
> LOW CONTROL FORCES .
» VARIABLE R.P. M .
I NO ANTITORQUE DEVICE.
Figure 34.
Advantages of the jet-flap rotor. (Ref. 4)
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VI. JET-FLAP BOTOR HOVER ANALYSIS
A. BACKGROUND
In order to make intelligent performance calculations of
an aircraft, it is necessary tc calculate its fuel
consumption, which is based en the installed pcwerplant and
its power setting. For the case of jet-powered rctcrs, the
determination of tne required powerpiant requires a
knowledge of the air mass flow necessarj to supply the rctor
jets
.
A glance at the power required curve of Figure 10 shows
that the greatest power is required in a hover. The power
required at high airspeeds is disregarded here, since a
stowable rotor aircraft is designed to operate the rctcr
only in the low-speed flight regime. Thus, fcr a jet-flap
rotor on a stowable rotor aircraft, the critical fewer
requirements occur in hcver. For this reason, this study is
limited to the analysis cf the jet-flap rotor in the
hovering flight condition.
B. GENERAL DESCRIPTION
As stated earlier, it was necessary to first calculate
the air mass flew requirements for the rotcr in order to
determine a suitable powerplant. This was dene using a
computer program wnich used the classical tlade element and
momentum theories, modified for the inclusion of jet-flap
characteristics, to obtain required iromentum coefficients
for a specified rotor.
The theory and equations used in the computer program
are described in Appendix A, and a detailed description cf
the computer program is contained in Appendix E. A listing




A brief description of the method of obtaining the
performance of the jet-flap rotor follows:
(1) The basic rotor geometry and operating conditions
were input to the program.
(2) The program used two major iteration loops to
obtain the required jet-flap momentum coefficient
and torque coefficient, as described in Appendix E.
(3) These two coefficients were used to obtain the
required air mass flow (in pounds of air per
second) by the method described in Appendix C.
(4) Using the air mass flow requirement, a suitable
powerplant was selected, which in turn determined
the fuel consumption.
C. ASSUMPTIONS
The blades were assumed to have a constant chcrd with a
constant NACA 0012 airfoil along the span. A linear washout
of 8 degrees from hub to tip «as used.
The distribution of jet-flap momentum was specified as
constant along the tlade. Thus, the jet-flap momentum
coefficient varied as the square of the radius. As
concluded in Eef. 7, this distribution achieves the minimum
total jet-flap momentum required.
Gray and Hubbartt concluded that the collective pitch
angle for minimum jet-flap momentum is clcse to that
associated with a zero angle of attack at the blade tips.
Therefore, the pitch angle used in the program *as chosen to
achieve approximately a zero angle cf attack at the tip
section
.
The jet-flap rotor computer program was used to analyze
the rotor jet momentum coefficient as a function cf the jet
deflection angle. The results are shown in Figure 35 fcr
the stowable rctor aircraft described in the preceding
section. Since most of the reduction in Cj
R
is obtained at
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Rotor momentum coefficient as a function




Various runs were made using data points frcm the charts
of Ref.7. The program results agreed with these of Ref. 7
within 5%. This is a good agreement, since the eguatiens
used in Ref. 7 were not identical to these developed by the
author in Appendix A.
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VII. LIFT GENEBATOR COMPARISONS
A. LIFT GENERATOR TYPES
There are four major methods of providing the thrust
necessary for vertical flight: lift engines, lift fans,
rotors, and ejectors. Each cf these methods is described in
detail below.
1 . Lift Engines
a. Description
A lift engine is a relatively snail,
self-ccntained jet engine which is mounted vertically and
provides lift by direct jet reaction. A typical lift engine
has a thrust/weight ratio cf 16 as compared with a cruise
engine which typically has a thrust/weight ratic cf less
than 10. Specific fuel consumption is higher than fcr most
cruise engines.
The relatively snail size cf lift engines allows
them to be conveniently placed within the aircraft fuselage
and thus can provide a vertical lift capability with minimum
impact en an aircraft design.
b. Examples
Few successful lift engines have been developed.
The dominant lift engines have been the Rolls-Royce RE. 108
and RB.162 series, which have been used en such VTCL
aircraft as the VFW-Fokker VAK-1913, the Dornier DC.31E, and
the Dassault Mirage 3V.
The RB.162 has a 5-stage axial compressor and a
single-stage turbine drive. It operates at a pressure ratio
of 4.5 with an air mass flew of 85 lbn/sec It weighs enly
375 pounds yet develops 600C pounds of static thrust at sea
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level. Specific fuel ccnsump tion is 0.96 lb/lbt/hr. With a
diameter of 29 inches and a length of 58 inches, it occupies
a volume of only 22 cubic feet.
c. Development
The trend of engine development is shewn in
Figure 36. Lift engines have a significantly higher
thrust/weight ratio than cruise engines.
In Figure 37 the development of the Rclls-Ecyce
lift engines is shown. The significant improvement in
thrust/weight ratio and engine volume is evident. The third
engine shown is a proposed lift encine fcr future VTOL
aircraft. There is little doubt that significant
improvements in lift engine performance are pcssitle given
sufficient incentive.
The problem in lift engine development is tne
tremendous ccst in time and money necessary tc achieve a
reliable new design with significant improvements over past
designs. The present state of VTCL development has not
provided sufficient stimulus xo develop the next generation
of lift engines to succeed the RB.162 series.
d. Advantages and Eisadvantages
A lift engine can introduce a vertical lift
capability into an aircraft with a minimum of design effcrt.
However, the lift engine has a high fuel consumption and the
weight of the fuel required becomes prohibitive for
operation in excess of a few minutes.
Another serious disadvantage of the lift engine
is its external characteristics. The HE. 162 has an exhaust
velocity of 2000 feet per second with a temperature cf at
least 1500° F. It is evident that the footprint
characteristics of a lift engine aircraft would certainly
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A lift fan is mounted horizontally in the wing
or fuselage so as to provide vertical thrust. A lift fan
can be tip-driven by ducted turbine exhaust, as in The Byan
XV-5A, or can be mounted axiaily and driven by the turtine
itself, such as the proposed HB.202 turbcfan.
The use of a ducted fan provides for the
amplification of the basic jet exhaust. Typical values of
thrust amplification (fan thrust/engine thrust) range from
1.8 to 2.8. The fan thrust/weight ratio typically ranges
from 15 to 20.
b. Examples
The lift fans used in the XV-5A are tip-driven
by ducted exhaust from the two cruise engines. These fans
provide a thrust augmentation of 2.5.
The Rolls-Royce RB.202 is a proposed
self-contained lift fan which uses a compressor cere to
drive a front fan. With a thrust of 130CC pounds and a
weight of 865 pounds, a thrust/weight ratio of 15 is
achieved. This engine has a low specific fuel consumption
of 0.45, making it a much more efficient hovering device
than the lift engine.
c. Development
Advanced lift fans such as the RE. 202 are
certainly possible if, as in the case of the lift engine,
sufficient incentive exists. A major technical problem in
the development of lift fans is their performance at forward
airspeed during transition. With the complicated crcssflcw
existing across the fan and the aircraft structure, a




d. Advantages and Disadvantages
The major advantage of the lift fan is its
thrust augmentation of the basic jet thrust, and the
resulting efficiency over the lift engine. Ancther
important advantage is its footprint characteristics, as
shown in Figure 38. The use of a fan instead cf a lift jet
decreases the exhaust velocity and temperature
significantly.
However, a lift fan is relatively voluminous and
must be placed either within the wing, as in the XV-5A, or
in the fuselage where it occupies a relatively large volume.
3. Rotors
a. Description
The rotor is certainly the mcst widely used VTCL
device, because of its hovering efficiency and its lew
downwash. A rotor produces a typical thrust augmentation cf
15 as compared with 3 for a gcod lift fan.
Conventional refers are cear-driven frca a
reciprccating or turbine pcwerplant. As discussed earlier,
another means of rotor propulsion is the jet-driven rctcr.
Conventional rctors use collective and cyclic
blade pitch control to contrcl the magnitude and direction
of the rotor thrust. A fixed-pitch rctor is possible if
rotor forces are contrclled by actuaticn of a jet flap cr by
the use of circulation contrcl.
b. Examples
Conventional rctcr systems are guite familiar
and will not be discussed here. A summary cf conventional
and advanced rotor designs can be found in Ref. 15.
c. Development
Conventional rctor systems have been under
constant improvement for mere than four decades. Advanced
concepts such as the advancing blade concept, the
circulation control rotor, and the jet-flap rctcr have been
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Lift engine and lift fan characteristics. (Ref. 1)
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The development of an advanced rotor concept
such as those mentioned wculd certainly reguire a major
undertaking at a considerable cost in tine and mcnsy.
d. Advantages and Disadvantages
The conventional rotor has the obvious advantage
of being a highly-refined system, with an inherent hcvering
efficiency
.
The footprint characteristics of a ictcr are far
less severe than even those of the lift fan. With a low
downwash velocity and no temperature increase, the
rotorcraft is capable of operating in virtually any
environment, while lift fans and lift jets are limited in
their operating terrain.
The conventional rotor does not lend itself to
application to aircraft as an easy means of providing VTCL
capability. The bulk and weight of the rctcr and its
associated controls and transmissior systems reguire a
dedicated design process for its incorporation intc an
aircraft. In vertical flight, the aircraft is burdened with
the additional area of the rotor disc; and in forward
flight, with the speed restrictions inherent in a rotor




An ejector uses a central jet to entrain ambient
air whose momentum provides a thrust augmentaticn cf the
primary jet. A simple ejector is shewn in figure 39. A
core flow is ejected, which entrains a secondary flew
through the diffuser. The increased mcmentum due to the
secondary flew provides the thrust augmentaticn. Therefcre,















Thrust" am plTKc3+\on Tc /t- < 1,2
Figure 40
.
Lockheed XV-4A ejector system. (Ref. 1)
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The degree cf entrainment is directly
proportional to the amount cf mixing cf the primary and
secondary flows, and to the length of the diffuser. A
design goal cf the ejector is therefore to have fully mixed
flow at the diffuser exit.
The characteristic parameter of the ejectci is
the thrust augmentation ratic, <5> , which is defined as the
thrust produced by the ejectcr divided by the thrust which
would te produced by an isentropic expansion cf the same
mass flow to ambient conditions. Analytically, the
augmentation ratio is given by
<$>- —I
t?v N ) V N
'
where T is the thrust produced by the ejectcr, ? is the
density, V M is the velocity cf the nozzle with the shrcud,
and V N ' is the velocity of the nozzle without the shrcud.
The difference between V N and V N ' is due tc the different
outlet pressures with and without the shrcud.
Tests of ejectcrs suitable fcr installation in
VTOL aircraft have been shown to be capable of augmentation
ratios of 1.2 to 1.6.
b. Examples
An ejector system was used in the Lockheed XV-4A
shown in Figure 40 which achieved an augmentation ratic cf
1.2. The intakes and ejectcrs occupied a majcr pcrticn of
the fuselage.
A different type of system is used in the
Rockwell XFV-12A, which incorporates the ejectcrs intc the
canard and wing structures as shown in Figure 41. Jet
exhaust is ducted to tne central panel where it is ejected
through a nozzle and used as the primary flew. The diffuser
is formed by two panels which, by their movement, can
modulate the thrust produced for ccntrol purposes. All
three panels move in a coordinated manner during transition,












Very little practical experience has teen
obtained in the use of ejectors in aircraft. Ejector design
is essentially an empirical process, since theoretical
modeling methods are net available for all but the simplest
examples. During transition flight, the flow field cf an
ejector is a complicated three-dimensional flow which is
impossible to model as cf yet.
Aircraft ejectors are necessarily limited in the
length of the diffuser, and therefore must emphasize mixing
to enhance entrainment of a maximum of secondary flow.
Various techniques have been proposed tc increase fixing,
such as hypermixing nozzles, swirling, acoustic stimulation,
and forced oscillation. A major area cf ejector development
is the investigation of these techniques to increase
entrainment. Thus, the design of ejectors is not
well-developed and is a very time-cor.suming process.
d. Advantages and Disadvantages
The principal advantage of the ejector system is
its relative simplicity. In an ejector system there are few
moving parts and little weight involved. It appears to he a
rather elegant means of providing thrust augmentation.
However, the incorporation cf an ejector system into an
aircraft requires extensive design work. Ducting is
required for the primary flew from the turbine, and inlets
are reguired for the secondary flow. If the ejector system
is located in the fuselage, as in the XV-4A, it will occupy
a significant volume. If incorporated in the wing, as in
the XFV-12A, extensive ducting is required, with its
attendant losses.
The ejector system has footprint characteristics
similar to these of the lift fan, since the hot exhaust core
flow is mixed with ambient secondary air. In this regard
the ejector is preferable tc the lift jet.
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It should he remembered that the ejectcr can
produce a thrust augmentation of 1.6 at best, compared with
3 for a lift fan and 15 for a rotor. In this regard, the
ejector may not seem efficient. However, the ejectcr dees
not require a separate powerplant, as do many other systems,
since it uses the powerplant exhaust as the core flew.
Although the powerplant would thus he operating at near
maximum conditions in a hover, it would probably be doing so
in any other configuration also. Many of these
configurations would use the thrust of the primary
powerplant in a hover, plus an auxiliary system to provide
additional lift.
The use of ducted exhaust from a main powerplant
is also used in the XV-5A, in which the gases are used to
power tip-driven lift fans, providing a thrust augmentation
of 2.5.
Despite the relatively lew augmentation ratio
available with an ejectcr, its siirplicity makes it a
promising lift system for the future.
B. LIFT GENEEATOES AS AOXIIIAHY LIFT DEVICES
1 Introduction
For this section, it was desired to investigate the
use of a lift generator as an auxiliary lifting device for
hover. It was desired to modify an existing conventional
aircraft to a VTOL aircraft. The cruise engine was modified
by a movable nozzle to allow operation as a lift/cruise
engine, providing direct jet thrust for hover. Ihe
remaining thrust necessary for hover was to he provided by





Assume a high-subscnic tactical aircraft with a
thrust/weight ratio of 0.6. The aircraft has a gross weight
of 250C0 pounds and is powered by a turbcfan engine with a
military rating of 15000 pounds thrust. The engine has a
specific fuel consumption of 0.63 lb/lht/hr.
Assuming a VTOL version of such an aircraft, a 10%
margin of thrust available is required fcr control and
acceleration in a hover. Therefore the thrust reguired is
1.1 times the weight, or 27500 pounds.
If the same cruise engine is modified with a movable
nozzle so that its thrust can be deflected downward in a
hover, then assuming a 2% turning loss, the downward thrust
will be 14700 pounds. The weight of the deflector is assumed
here to be contained in the weight of the basic aircraft.
In order to hover, then, an additional thrust of
(27500 - 14700) = 12800 pounds must be generated. In
addition, the extra weight cf the lift generator system,
plus 10%, must be added tc this. Therefore, the auxiliary
lift generator must supply thrust tc lift 12800 pcunds plus
its own weight times 1.1.
3. Com putations
a. Lift Engines
Assume that the additional 12800 pounds cf
thrust comes from RB. 162-81 lift jets, which prcduce a
maximum of 6000 pounds thrust and weigh 375 pounds each.
The RE. 162 has a specific fuel consumption of 0.96
lb/lbt/hr
.
It is assumed that three lift jets will be
reguired, tc be operated at less than maximum thrust.
Therefore, the additional weight is (3 x 375) = 1125 pounds,
and the additional tnrust reguired is (1125 x 1.1) = 1238
pounds. The total thrust required is therefore (12800 +
1238) = 14038 pounds.
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Assuming the cruise engine is operated at
maximum thrust, its fuel flew is (15000 x 0.63) = 9450
lb/hr. The fuel flow cf the lift engines is (14038 x C.96)
= 13476 lb/hr. The total fuel flow is therefore 22926
lb/hr.
b. lift Fans
Assume the additional thrust is supplied by
RB.202 lift fans, which produce 130C0 pounds thrust and
weigh 865 pounds each. I he RB.202 has a specific fuel
consumption cf 0.45 lb/lbt/hr.
Therefore two fans will fce required, for a tctal
additional weight of 1730 pounds. Ihe additional thrust
required is (1730 x 1.1) = 1903 pounds. The total thrust
reguired is therefore (12800 + 1903) = 14703 founds.
The fuel flow cf the lift fans is (14703 x C.45)
= 6616 lb/hr. Adding this tc the cruise engine fuel flew cf
9450 lt/hr, the tonal fuel flew is 16066 lb/hr.
c. Jet-Flap Rotor
Assume a jet-flap rotor is used tc supply the
additional thrust required. It will use a separate
powerplant tc supply the air flow necessary fcr the jet flap
and for rotor propulsion. Envisioned is a configuration
similar to that proposed by Kretz and described previously.
However, to maintain continuity in this study, the cruise
engine exhaust will be used as the priiary lifting device.
For this lift generator, there are two main
components, the rotor and the gas generator. The jet-flap
rotor described by Kretz had a radius cf 19.7 feet, a chord
of 4 feet, and weighed 2425 pounds. Ey scaling down this
rotor to a radius of 18 feet and a chcrd of 3 feet, a weight
of 1773 pounds was obtained. It was desired to make the
rotor as small as possible, jet remain practical. Using the
jet-flap rotcr computer prcgram, it was found that rctcr
dimensions smaller than this required very high disc
loadings and high air mass flew rates.
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The selection cf the gas generator was
determined by the mass flew requirements of the rctor. For
the range of mass flow rates considered, the GE1 turbojet
was selected as the gas generator for the rotcr alcne. The
GE1 operates at a pressure ratio of 11:1 and can supply an
air mass flow of 77 lbm/sec and a thrust of 5C0C pounds. It
weighs 700 pounds and has a specific fuel consumption of
0. 70 lb/lbt/hr.
The rotor and engine thus weigh a tctal cf (1773
+ 700) = 2473 pounds. The additional thrust reguired is
(2473 x 1.1) = 2720 pounds. The total thrust reguired is
therefore (12800 + 2720) = 15520 pounds.
The computer program was used to determine the
mass flow requirements. for the specified rctor and the
desired thrust, a mass flow rate of 43 lbm/sec is required.
The computer program results are located in the prcgram
output secticn, and the mass flow calculations are shewn in
Appendix C.
Since a mass flew of 43 lbm/sec is required, the
gas generator can be used in a derated conditicn. At 80/5
operation, the gas generatcr will produce about 4C0C pcunds
of thrust, so that its fuel flow will be (4000 x 0.70) =
2800 lb/hr. Addinq this tc the cruise engine fuel flew of
9450 lb/hr, the total fuel flew is 12250 lb/hr.
4 . Fuel Consumption Analysis
By knowinq tne fuel consumption of each of the three
configurations, a compariscc among them can be made. The
fuel flows cf each configuration are summarized in Figure
42, which is a graph cf fuel used as a functicn cf never
time. The slopes of the curves are indicative of the
relative fuel flows cf each configuration. As can te
expected, the lift engine has the highest fuel flow while
the rotor has the lowest. In fact, the fuel flew cf the
lift engines is greater than that of the lift/cruise engine,






















5 . Weight Analysis
iiore revealing than simply fuel consumption would be
the study of total lift system weight, that is, the weight
of the lift system components plus the weight of the
required fuel. In Figure 43 is shewn the relation of the
auxiliary lift generator weight plus its required fuel as a
function of hover time.
Figure 43 reveals the trenendous influence of
hovering time on required fuel weight. The proposed mission
hovering time is of great importance in determining the most
efficient lift generator. Fcr short hover times (less than
5 minutes) , the lift engine is most efficient as a lifting
system. The lift engine's lew component weight lakes it the
best choice until at longer times its high fuel consumption
degrades this advantage. The rotor, on the other hand, is
most efficient for long hovering times (greater than 12
minutes), since its lew fuel consumption is advantageous
here despite its nign component weight. The lift far. is
most advantageous in the rarge of hover duration of frcm 5
to 12 minutes.
For a typical VTCL mission requirement of 1.5 hours
of cruise and 8 minutes of hover, the engine and fuel
weights are shown in Figure 44 as a percentage of gross
weight. It is interesting tc note tbe percentage of fuel
required for an 8 minute hover. Fcr the lift engine
configuration, a greater percentage of fuel is required to
hover for 8 minutes than is required to cruise fcr 1.5
hours. It should be noted that if specified hovering time
were increased or decreased, the relative percentage of lift
component plus hover fuel weight would change as shewn in
Figure 43
.
For a specified 8 minutes of hovering time, which is
typical of VTOL requirements, Figure 43 reveals that the
























Total lift system weight as a function of
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Figure 44.
Relative component weights for aircraft




This study concerned itself with the use of a lift
generator as an auxiliary lift device for hcvering only,
supplementing the vectored thrust of a lift/cruise engine.
As an auxiliary lifting device it appears the jet-flap rctcr
is not advisable, unless the hover duration is longer than
approximately 12 minutes. Moreover, for a tactical VTCL
vehicle the hover duration will certainly be kept as short
as possible to save required fuel. Thus a lift jet cr lift
fan seems the best choice for a lift generator.
The physical characteristics cf the system must be
considered as well. The incorporation of a lift jet cr a
lift fan into a VTOL design would not drastically alter a
good cruise design. However, the inccr rcraticn of a ictor
would require an extensive dedicatee design effort to
include the rotor.
Therefore, despite its high fuel consumption, the
lift engine is seen to be the best chcice as an auxiliary
lift generator for a tactical VTOL aircraft, based en weight
considerations.




In this study it was desired to evaluate the
effectiveness of using a jet-flap rotor as a primary lifting
device, as compared with other lift generators. The cruise
engine could be used as the main powerplant for hcvering




An aircraft was chosen similar to the one used in
the previous section. For hcvering, a thrust/weight ratio
of 1.1 was necessary, thus the thrust required for the 25000
pound aircraft was 27500 pounds. The aircraft is assumed to
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be powered by a turbofan which weighs 3313 pounds. For a
configuration which requires a lift generator in excess of
this weight, the excess weight increases the gross weight.
3. Computations
a. Lift Engines
Assume the reguired thrust is provided by five
RB. 162-81 lift engines. This then prescribes an extra
weight of (375 x 5) = 1875 pounds, which therefore requires
an additional thrust of (1875 x 1.1) = 2063 pounds. The
total thrust required is therefore (27500 + 2063) = 29563
pounds. Using the specific fuel consumption cf 0.96
lb/lbt/hr, the fuel flew is therefore (2S563 x 0.96) = 28380
lb/hr. The cruise engine dees net provide any vertical
thrust in this cenf iguration
.
b. Lift Fans (Integral)
Assume the required thrust is prcvided by
integral lift fans such as the FB.202 fan described
previously. Using two RB.202 fans, the sxtra weight is (865
x 2) = 1730 pounds, so that the required extra thrust is
(1730 x 1.1) = 1903 pounds. The total thrust reguired is
therefore (27500 + 1903) = 2S403 pounds. Using the specific
fuel consumption of 0.45 lb/lbt/hr, the fuel flow is
therefore (2S403 x 0.45) = 13231 lb/hr. The cruise engine
does net provide vertical thrust in this configuration.
c. Lift Fans (Tip-Eriven)
In this configuration, lift fans are used which
are tip-driven by ducted exhaust frcm the cruise engine, as
in the Ryan XV-5A. Therefore, a separate pcwerplant fcr
vertical flight is not required. However, the cruise engine
must therefore operate in a hover to drive the fans.
Assuming that two lift fans total a weight cf 1800 pounds
and the ducting a weight cf 500 pounds, an extra weight cf
2300 pcunds is required. Since the cruise engine provides
the propulsion for the fans and it is assumed to operate




In this configuration, the exhaust cf the cruise
engine is used as the primary flew in the ejectcrs.
Therefore the only extra weight is that of the ducting and
the ejectors themselves fcr a total weight cf 500 pounds.
The fuel flow is due to the cruise engine and is 9900 lb/hr.
e. Vectored Thrust
In this configuration, an uprated version of the
Pegasus 15 engine, rated at 24000 pcunds thrust, is used to
supply the 27500 pounds of thrust required, fcr a weight
approximately that of the cruise engine. Thus, essentially
no extra weight is reguired for this conf iguraticn . The
fuel flow is that of the lift/cruise Pegasus engine (275C0 x
0. 60) = 1650C lb/hr.
f. Jet-Flap Rctor
The gross weight of the Kretz-propcsed stowable
rotor aircraft is 26455 pounds. Therefore, the rotor weight
of 2425 pounds will be used for this configuration as well.
Using the computer program fcr this aircraft, a mass flew
rate of 100 lbm/sec was found to be reguired. The cruise
engine could supply this mass flow even in a derated
condition. If operated at two-thirds thrust, the engine
fuel flow is 6600 lb/hr. In this configuration the extra




The weight of fuel used in relation to hovering time
is shown in Figure 45 for the various configurations. The
slope of each curve is its fuel flow. The graph confirms
the discussion earlier on the relative fuel censumptions cf
various lift generators. The jet-flap rotor has the lowest
fuel flow, while the lift engines have the highest.
5. height Analysis
Fuel consumption alcne is net an effective measure
























Fuel consumption for primary lift generators
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weight of the lifting systems, including the fuel reguired,
must be examined. Figure 46 graphs the relationship of the
total lifting system weight with hovering time. The
components necessary for hovering only are considered ir. the
weight, including the fuel required. Ihat is, the weight of
the cruise engine is not considered even if it is used to
supply hovering power, since it is included in the basic
weight as the aircraft powerplant, and is net considered as
extra weight reguired fcr hcvering.
It is evident from Figure 46 that the lew extra
weight of the ejector and vectored thrust systems gives them
the overall weight advantage ever other lifting systems. In
fact, although the vectored thrust sjstea has the highest
fuel consumption next to the lift engine, its low extra
weight, besides fuel, gives it the advantage fcr lew
hovering times.
Except for the ejectcr and vectored thrust systems,
all the lifting systems have extra weights,, besides fuel, cf
approximately 2000 pounds. Ihe extra weight cf the ejectcr
system consists of ducting and the ejectors themselves,
while for the vectored thrust it consists of only nozzles,
which are included in the weight cf the Pegasus engine.
Both of these systems can operate for abcut 8 minutes before
the total system weight begins to approach that cf ether
lifting systems.
For hovering times in excess of 15 minutes, the
vectored thrust system loses its advantage tc the jet-flap
rotor because of its high fuel ccrsumpticn . The fuel
consumption of the ejectcr system and jet-flap rotcr are so
close that this has little effect en their relative
standings. Ihe dominant factor in the ejectcr's advantage
is its low basic weight. The high fuel efficiency cf the
jet-flap rotor is not an overriding advantage because of the
weight of the rotor reguired.
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Total system weight as a function of hover time




This study examined the relative efficiercies of
lifting systems used as primary lifting devices. As a
primary lifting device, it was found that the jet-flap
rotor's high fuel efficiency is not a significant factor,
because the weight of the rctcr has a negative impact on the
system's overall weight.
It was found that the two systems with the lcwest
total system weights were the ejectci and vectored thrust
systems. Despite their high fuel consumptions, their low
basic system weights were cf overriding importance in their
low total system weights.
A tactical VTOL aircraft will certainly reguire cnly
a minimum hovering time in order to save on fuel
consumption. For hover durations of less than 8 minutes,
the two systems of lowest tctal weight are the ejectcr and
vectored thrust systems.
However, weight considerations are only one area cf
design tradeoffs. Other significant areas include footprint
characteristics, ease of system integration, and development
status of the lift generator tecnnolcgj.
E. DISCUSSION
It is evident from the previous sections that the
potential usefulness of a lift systsi cannot be based en any
single criterion, such as fuel consumption. Each system has
its advantages and disadvantages, so that an overall
assessment is necessary.
The theoretical potential of a system must he considered
with its practical potential to determine its overall
effectiveness. The theoretical potential of a system is its
ability to act as an efficient lift system, and can be
measured by such parameters as fuel efficiency, weight
characteristics, and footprint characteristics. The
practical potential of a system is its ability to be
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effectively used, given the present state of the art, and
can be measured by such parameters as development status,
test experience, and its ease of integration into the
aircraft system.
The potential of five lift systems was examined and is
presented in Figure 47. Each system was rated in each araa
and given a numerical score cf 1, 2, cr 3, with 3 teing the
best rating. Each system was then assigned a score for its
theoretical and practical potential as an effective lift
system. The higher the score, the greater its potential
effectiveness.
It is interesting to nctice the difference between a
system's theoretical and practical potential. For instance,
the lift engine had the lowest theoretical potential yet had
the highest practical potential. It is recognized that the
lift engine has a high fuel consumption and high exhaust
velocities and temperatures. Yet it las been used in many
VTOL configurations, has been developed to a
seccnd-generaticn level, and can easily be integrated into
an aircraft design. Therefore, taking all things into
consideration, the lift engine presents a very practical
means cf providing VTOL capability at the present time.
Another system which has a high disparity between its
theoretical potential and its practical potential is the
jet-flap rotor. Its high theoretical potential as a lift
system has been shown previously. However, its development
has been limited to wind-tunnel rotor tests. Ihus, a system
of great theoretical effectiveness is simply not practical
for use at the present time.
Mission requirements can also play an important part in
the selection of a lift system. For example, if a mission
called for VTOL operation frcm unimprcved terrain, the use
of lift engines is almost surely impractical. In this
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Figure 47.
Potential of lift systems
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This study assumed that the weight cf the vertical lift
system was that used for vertical thrust alcne. The
lift/cruise engine was not included ir. the weight since it
was used in forward flight and therefore was net "extra"
weight. If a jet-flap rotor were stopped in flight and used
as a lifting surface, as in the X-wing concept, then it too
would not be included as "extra" weight. In this case the
jet-flap rotor would be a very efficient system, serving as
a lift system in both vertical and forward flight.
In summary, it appears the jet-flap rotor is not the
best choice for a lift system when the hovei duration is
only a few minutes, as for a tactical VTCL aircraft, because
of the relatively high basic weight cf the rotor and the
fact that the integration of the rctcr wculd assume an





This study has led to the following conclusions:
1. The specified missicn hover duration is of great
importance in the selection of a lift generator.
2. Through the use of a simple computer analysis, it is
possible to predict the air mass flew requirements for a
specified jet-flap rotor.
3. The jet-flap rotor has the lowest fuel consumption
of all lift generators considered.
4. The jet-flap rotor is the least-developed of the
lift generators considered.
5. The relatively high weight of the rctcr makes the
jet-flap rotcr unattractive unless the hover duration is
long
.
6. As an auxiliary lift generator, the jet-flap rctcr
is the most efficient device enly when the hover duraticn is
greater than approximately 12 minutes.
7. As a primary lift generator, the jet-flap rctcr is
less effective than both the vectored thrust and the ejectcr
systems because of its high rotor weight.
8. Based on weight considerations alcne, the jet-flap
rotor is not advisable for use in a tactical VICI aircraft.
9. If emphasis is placed on operational characteristics
such as downwash velocity and temperature, the use cf a






The jet-flap rotor hover analysis combines classical
blade element and momentum theory with two-dimensional
jet-flap characteristics. Reference 16 describes the basic
blade element and momentum theories. Reference 7 describes
the influence of the jet-flap on blade element aerodynamics.
It is intended here to summarize the theory and
equations used in the analysis computer program. Included in
the program are the standard assumptions of rigid fciades,
uniform inflow, small coning angles, and the applicability
of two-dimensional data to blade elements.
A. ELADE ELEMENT THEORY
A rotor blade can be considered to be merely a high
aspect ratio wing rotating about. one end. Thus the blade
can be assumed to consist of a finite number of blade
elements, the integration of whose characteristics will
yield that of the entire blade.
Consider the rotor blade of radius R is composed of
narrow blade elements of width dr=Rdx, and having chord c,
and a defined airfoil section. The radial position of a
blade element is defined by r = Rx, wnere x is the
dimensionless radial station given by r/E. See Figure 48.
The rotor is composed of b blades and is rotating at
rotational velocity Q. = V, /R, where Vt is tne tip speed.
Figure 49 depicts the positive sign conventions for a
blade element. If the pitch angle of a blade element
located at radius r is Q r , then its angle of attack is
*, = & r















where <P is the inflow angle due to the induced velocity
and is given by
<£ r
= ten' (£7) (25)
The angle of attack at station r can dow he expressed as
d t -Q r -tc.n\sLrJ (2 6)
Assuming v
r
is small in comparison to XL r,
*r«»r- {j5r) (27 »
The lift and drag coefficients for a jet-flapped airfoil
are expressed in terms of the local jet-flap momentum
coefficient cjr . The total section lift and drag can be
expressed as the sum of three coraponerts: the basic force,






+ AcAj* + A% (28)
where
A CJ . = - Cj , cos C* + £ J
-M -->S
ACd, - -Sa C4 .v [l-
cos (**)]
and Srt and sj are experimentally-determined constants. For
this study, as in Ref. 6, s^ = 3.0 and full thrust recovery is
assumed so that sj =1 . The force components are shown in
Figure 49.
Before eguations (28) and (29) can te used, a spanwise
distribution of momentum coefficient c , must he specified.
That is, specify c4-, as a function of r. A study of the
jet-flap momentum distribution was reported in Ref. 7, which
concluded that tne minimum total jet-flap moieDtum is
reached when the momentum coefficient c., varies as the
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square of the radius, that is, when th€ jet-flap momentum is
constant along the blade. Thus, if the total jet-flap
momentum coefficient fcr all blades is C u „ then the lccal




where A*j is the spanwise extent of the slot in terms of x.
The elementary lift of the airfoil alcne en the tlade
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Since ul_ ~ JLr , then





Similarly the elementary profile drag cf the airfcil
alcne is given by
2.
ciD rc = Cj ic(^r) Cr di. r
The elementary lift due tc the jet is
The elementary drag due to the jet is
Using Figure 49, the elementary thrust is





Using Figure 49 the secccd term atove can be shown to be





Since c£ r is small, and cos <4> ~ 1 ,then




Since the drag contribution to thrust is snail compared
to the lift contribution, that is,
(cLDr,
-JL&rc)*'"®* << ( ^ Lrc + eU r
,j ) cos $ r ,
the drag terms are neglected in the thrust analysis.
Thus equation (36) reduces to
dTr - d^rc + d L r cor, 4> (39)
Substituting equations (32) and (37) intc the abcve
equation, the following expression is obtained for the
elementary thrust on the blade element of width dr
:
2.
dT r =|cXr+ [(c4 ^SX /s7)s,.(a.O]|i^UO C rC(r (40)
B. MOMENTUM THEORY
Using the notation in figure 50, the thrust produced by
an elementary ring of width dr and radius r can be expressed
using classical momentum theory as
diTr = A 7^nrr r dr
where v p is the induced velocity at the rotor disc
(41)
C. COMBINED BLADE ELEMENT AKC MOMENTUM THEORY
Using the blade element theory, the elementary thrust
experienced by b number of blades from equation (40) is
ATr a lC!r +[(c^ Sx/C^)s.n(e*$}]j 2^QXr)\c rCLc (42)
If the radius r is expressed as the ncn-dimensicnal
ratio x=r/R, then
r = R
dLr = RcU (43)
where V, =Afi is the tip speed.
By combining blade element and momentum theories, it is








Elementary ring of rotor disc.
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ultimately thrust, torque, and power. Specifically, by
equating the right sides cf equations (41) and (42) , and
introducing the notation cf equations (43) , the following
equation is obtained:
[




and substituting this intc equation (44) , the resulting
equation is
[^K"^l)^(c^ ^x/c^)s>n(e + -S)jv t
2
A be, = 6 7f AS-k'' R. (45)
This reduces to the following equation which is
quadratic in *r^
,
(WfC)/V* 4-(aVt bej ATX - 0.6, O (46)










With the knowledge of the induced velocity distribution
along the blade, the thrust cf the rotor can be found by the
momentum theory using equation (41) . Jfter sutstituting Rx
for r, and Rdx for dr, equation (41) becomes
cLT = -q n C R
z
/«*
;x X cl\ (48)
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The total rotor -thrust can be obtained by integrating
equation (48) from x^ to x where x is the inner limit of
blade integration and x
c
the outer limit. Thus the tctal
thrust is given
T - 4*^ R'
*o
A** X cU
where v A is a function cf x.
If the induced velocity at










E. ROTOR POWER EEQUIRED
The determination of power required is similar to that
described above for thrust. Profile power is that power
regurred to overcome profile drag cf the blades. The
elementary profile power cf b blade elements at station x
can he derived similarly to equation (48) as
dS>9 = ±Kh c RCeuVt K dx (51)
The total profile power is obtained by integrating
Thusequation (51) from x
u
to x
?o -- J. C <V <?. \I Ccl x" dx (52)
where c. is a function of x and the chord is constant.
The induced power is that power required to overcome the
induced drag of the tlades. Referring to Figure 50, the
elementary induced power corresponding to a ring of hidth
Rdx is
Substituting equation (48) into (53) ,















The total power reguired is merely the sum of induced
and profile power.
F. EOTOR TOEQDE
The rotor shaft torgue can be found by using the simple
relation Q = P/JL .
For a jet-driven rotor the shaft tcrgue is zero. As
described in Ref. 7, the shaft torque consists cf three
components: the airfoil contribution, the pumping wcrk., and
the tip-jet reaction component. If the pumping work and
tip-jet reaction are lumped into a net tip-jet torgue, then
since the torgue is zerc, the net tip-jet tcrgue equals the
airfoil contribution to the tcrgue. Since the tcrgue due to
the airfoil can be found as shown previously, then the net
tip-jet torgue will alsc be known. This allcws the





The computer program was used in the determination of
the jet momentum required by the jet flap and tip-jets for
various rotor configurations. Following Appendix C is a
sample computer printout cf the results and a complete
program listing. The program was written in the Fortran IV
language and was run on the IEM 360 at the Naval
Postgraduate School.
A. METHOD CF COMPUTATION
Since the program is based on the blade element tnecry/
the rotor radius was divided into 18 blade elements (19
stations) for computational purposes.
A general flew chart for the conputer program is shewn
in Figure 5 1 .
First, each blade station had to be analyzed to
determine the corresponding blade element's contribution to
the total thrust and power required. For a jet-flapped
airfoil, there is no closed-form solution for the induced
velocity. Equation (46) in Appendix A shews that the
induced velocity v^ is a function of the local jet icmentum
coefficient Cjr . However, Eguation (30) shows that Cj $ is
a function of the resultant local velocity u
x ,
which itself
is a function of the induced velocity. Thus an iterative
method was used to determine the induced velocity wherein an
angle of attack was assumed, the induced velocity
calculated, and a calculated angle of attack was found using
Equation (26) in Appendix A. The method cf halving the

































Once the sectional properties were calculated, the
contribution of each blade element tc thrust and fewer was
calculated using the equations in Appendix A.
After all stations were analyzed, numerical integration
of the sectional properties was used to obtain the tctal
thrust produced and power required for a particular value of
jet momentum coefficient Cj ^ . Trapezoidal integration was
used over the working span of the blade; i.e. frcm the
cutout at x = . 10R to the blade tip. To account for tip
losses, the thrust contribution of the outboard blade
element was reduced 40%, which corresponds tc a tip loss
factcr of 0.98. Consequently the induced drag was also
reduced in the same propcrticn. Profile drag, however, was
integrated tc the blade tip.
The thrust produced for the current value of C- was
compared to the desired thrust, which was an input constant.
If the thrust produced was not within tolerance, then
another entire computation was performed using another value
of C J£ t0 produce another value of thrust. Thus an
iteration loop was used to cttain the value cf the tctal jet
momentum C . required to produce the desired thrust.
Once thrust convergence was obtained, the values cf
power required and shaft tcrgue were fcund. In order tc use
the performance charts cf Hef. 7 a value of C^ was cbtained
as defined therein.
B. INPUT DATA
The input data consists cf the essential geometry and
operating conditions necessary to define the problem. The
blade geometry includes the radius, chord, and geometric
twist, as well as the jet-flap slot location en the blade.
The operating parameters of tip speed, jet deflection angle,
and blade pitch are also specified. Also input is the
desired thrust tc be produced by the rotor. The essential




A sample output is contained following Appendix C. The
essential properties at each blade station are listed in
tabular format. Following this is the final value cf Cj «
,
the jet momentum coefficient required to produce the desired
thrust at the given operating conditiors. Also given is the
torque coefficient calculated as if the rctcr was
shaft-driven. This then specifies the torque which must be





The following calculations illustrate the method used in
computing the air mass flew requirements fci a specified
rotor and operating conditions. Specifically, the case
illustrated follows that shown in the computer program
output section.
The calculations fellow the method of Ref. 7 and utilize
the performance charts contained therein. The performance
charts used are based on a gas generator with a turbine
inlet temperature of 2500° R and a compressor pressure ratio
of 16.









Sectional lift curve slope
Free stream air density
Solidity
b = 2
c = 3.0 ft
R = 18.0 ft
et
= 8 deg
s = 50 deg
V = 750 fps
©o = 7. 5 deg
a
an
= 11 16 fps
a = 5. "/3/rad
S = .0023769 slugs/ft
or =
. 106
The blade extends from r =0.1 tc 1.0 while the slot
extends from r =0.5 to 1.0.
At a jet deflection angle of 50° , the computer output









T = 15 520 lbs
The design parameter used in Ref. 7 is found as
2cr
K = \l c T
2.(.IO<Q









= ao?4(. - j,3l5 x /o
ft
O. 300 m - /. 5 90 x /o
The net tip-jet torque is computed as follows:
Ca, : Vol
77 R*
K z- Cq = O. S24?
The mean jet-flap momentum coefficient Cj is given as
C 4 "= C3-* )
77 IS' <r C
<3-cc / >i $
= 2.4 06
Frcm Figure 37b of fief. 7, the exhaust mass flew
coefficient C M = 0.47 for the tip jet.
Frcm Figure 51b of fief. 7, the exhaust mass flew
coefficient C M = 0.47 for the jet flap.
It should be noted that there is nc significance to the
facx that the mass flew coefficients fcr the jet flap and
tip jet are equal here.
Therefore the total mass flow coefficient is
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The exhaust ocass flow is computed as
M fr = C^ e cl V= /.3««7 sl^s /sec
or
|M^ 4 3,4 lbrv>/sec
G-
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